Committed to
Promoting Career
Opportunities

Dedicated Agency
Dedicated Candidates
Achievable Results

CANDIDATE INFORMATION
To US It’s PERSONAL!

Candidate Reviews - Google
“Lesley from Clockwork Recruitment has been quick to put me forward after I
applied for a suitable role. Through our first appointment and making sure I had all
the necessary information for the interview and how to get there all really helped.
I REALLY took on board the advice and information they gave that really prepared
me for the interview. Becky was efficient in emailing me all the paperwork. The
whole team I feel seems really dedicated, friendly and helpful. Would definitely
recommend to friends!!! Keep up the good work!!”
“I came to Clockwork Recruitment looking for a job in a dental setting, even though
I knew it was unlikely that the agency was affiliated with such places, as I was
looking to gain knowledge and experience required to strengthen my dental school
application. Emily very kindly spent some time explaining what my best options
would be, which led to me landing a temporary part-time job as a dental assistant
- exactly what I was looking for. Emily is very positive, friendly and helpful; she
genuinely cares if you land a role that you’re happy with, and I would recommend
her and Clockwork Recruitment to everyone.”
“A very friendly and welcoming recruitment agency. I dealt with Lesley and Olivia
and they were both extremely professional whilst dealing with my job hunt. Helped
me find a job and guided me through the whole interview process with helpful tips.
Would highly recommend to anyone needing help finding a new job”
“Fantastic recruiters! Very helpful and found me the perfect job within the month.
They also kept me updated throughout the fairly long process of getting my
contract approved at the employer. Rachel was a pleasure to deal with, highly
recommend signing up!”

Our Goal Is Working With You
To Achieve YOUR GOAL!

Our Background

Established since 2009, here at Clockwork
Recruitment we pride ourselves on
experience within the job market, and the
many changes that have happened over
time. Many of our team have been in the
industry for a number of years and have
vast experience in a variety of areas. Our
success comes from always understanding
the local job market and further afield,
with a reputation of being friendly, honest
and approachable. We have secured jobs
for many candidates in various sectors of
the job market and will always try our best
to achieve your goals.

Our Aim

At Clockwork Recruitment we help
you with your next career move,
whether it’s a Temporary, Contract
or Permanent job you are seeking.
We aim to work together with you
to understand your needs and
how best we can support them.
Whilst giving you the tools and
confidence to get through the
interview stages.

Providing an honest,
professional service
at all times.

Employers use Clockwork Recruitment time and time again, knowing we won’t let
them down. We always aim to provide them with an honest and reliable service,
whilst delivering the best quality people to employ. Our reputation comes from the
dedication of our team members who work to establish what key skills you have,
making sure the role and company are suitable for your next move.

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU:
We are dedicated to finding our candidates the ideal roles for them and anticipate
our candidates showing dedication to working alongside us to find them the perfect
job too.
We guide you through our registration process, ensuring we totally understand you
as a person, the work that you enjoy, and the transferable skill sets that you have,
together with your future career aspirations.
We have a large database of high quality clients, which we have gained over many
years of working in both the local and wider areas of Surrey. So whether you are
looking for a large corporate role, or a smaller family run business we have a variety
of first class roles available with excellent quality employers. You can access our jobs
at any time via our website at www.clockwork-recruitment.co.uk/jobs.
Our offices are based outside of Woking town centre, helping make your registration
and visit even more secure. Everything is totally confidential and we will always ask
your permission first prior to sending any of your personal information to any of
our clients.
Everything you need to know should be included within this brochure, however
if you feel you are missing any vital information, then do not hesitate to contact a
member of the team who would be happy to help.

A DEDICATED AGENCY – A DEDICATED CANDIDATE
ACHIEVES THE RIGHT RESULT

TEMPORARY WORK USEFUL INFORMATION:
You will meet and be assigned to our Temporary Consultant who will go through
the registration process with you and all the documentation that will be required to
work on a temporary basis in the UK.
Once your registration is completed our consultant will then be able to discuss
any potential assignments with you. We will always ensure you are more than
comfortable with the company, the work involved and skills required.
If at any point you have any issues or need advice whilst at your assignment, please
contact your designated Clockwork Recruitment Consultant as soon as possible.

Register
with Clockwork
Recruitment

Provide Your Right to
Work Documentation
(e.g. Passport)

Provide Two
References with
contact details

Provide your P45
and Bank details

Clockwork Recruitment provides a confirmation of the assignment,
hours, days of work and your hourly rate.
Clockwork Recruitment are responsible for paying you for the hours that you have
worked – these will be recorded on a timesheet. You will be paid on a weekly basis,
direct to your bank account one week in arrears on Fridays.
TIMESHEETS

The recording of the hours you have worked
is your responsibility, you will need to
complete the hours worked on each day,
minus any breaks – you DO NOT get paid for
breaks. You will need to get someone with
authority to sign the timesheet and return
the signed timesheet by email to Clockwork
Recruitment NO LATER THAN THE MONDAY
following your week of work.
Failure to get your timesheet to us on time,
may delay payment!

PAYMENT

You will be advised at the time of accepting
each assignment the hourly rate you will
be paid. This rate will be no less than the
National Living Wage at the current time.
Your total pay will be based on the number
of hours worked to the nearest quarter of
an hour. Clockwork Recruitment will be
responsible for deducting Tax and National
Insurance, and organising your pension
pay when eligible. Clockwork Recruitment
undertakes to pay your hourly rate, regardless
of the client paying the agency.
Please ensure that any overtime and expenses
are approved prior to completing.

Holiday

Sickness

As a temporary worker you will accrue
holiday pay, which is based on 20
days + 8 bank holidays pro-rata. The
holiday will be based on the average
hours you have worked and your
hourly rate. You are not able to take
holiday pay without taking the time
off. When you finish working for
Clockwork Recruitment we will supply
you with a P45 and any outstanding
holiday pay

If you are unable to complete or
attend your temporary assignment you
must inform Clockwork Recruitment
immediately. If you call outside normal
working hours, please always leave a
voicemail as we have the facility to pick
up these messages.

Health & Safety Whilst On A Temporary Assignment
Prior to attending your temporary assignment the client would have informed
Clockwork Recruitment of any health and safety risks that you need to be aware of
and we will detail these in your assignment confirmation. Please use your common
sense to safeguard your own safety. If you feel you are at risk at any time during this
period please do let the client know first and then contact Clockwork Recruitment
by telephone and confirm the exact concerns and details in an email for our records.

We will discuss the
assignment with you
to ensure you are
comfortable with the
work involved and that
your experience and
skills are suitable.

Agency Worker Regulations (AWR)
If you have been temping with the same client
in the same position for 12 weeks, on the 13th
week you will be entitled to the same basic
pay and work conditions as the comparable
employee in the business, please note that
sometimes there is no comparable employee.
Clockwork Recruitment will give you prior
notice of these changes when the time comes.

PERMANENT WORK
If you are looking for permanent work you will be assigned to our Permanent
Management team, and this will consistently be your point of contact throughout
the process (subject to holidays and sickness). They will discuss your personal
requirements and aspirations. You will receive clear guidance every step of the way.
You will need to register with us officially and this can be achieved a number of
ways (please speak to our consultants on the most suitable format). We will need
your most up to date CV together with identification to confirm you have the right
to work in the UK e.g. Passport, Visa, Birth Certificate, National Insurance Number
etc.
Once registered we will work alongside yourself and look at the suitability of our
current job roles and potential clients. You will be sent full job descriptions and a
link to the employer’s website, you can then look over all the information regarding
the company and make an informed decision on your own suitability for the role
and company itself. If you are successful in getting to interview stage our consultant
will provide you with an email detailing all the key information you will need to
prepare and give you plenty of time to do your own research. At any point you can
speak to your assigned consultant regarding any concerns or questions regarding
the role. Everything discussed will be totally confidential.
Should you decide to do temporary work whilst seeking permanent employment
you may find you are appointed two teams to work alongside you. One being the
Temporary Management team and also your assigned Permanent Management
team. Be assured that both teams will be working together to reach your goal of
finding the right company, and the right role for YOU.
We also recommend you keep an eye on our social media and website for new
job roles – if you feel any are of interest and our consultant has not contacted you
direct, please feel free to call to discuss the role with them.
Clockwork Recruitment have a very dedicated team who work hard to provide great
candidates for excellent roles, in the best companies. We ask all our candidates to
have the same dedication and be certain if they accept an interview that they will
do their best to attend.

(AWR)

WorkerRegulations

Agency

Our clients
provide us details
of their vacancies
and it is our role to
match your skills
to the right job

We are an
Independent Agency
who values our
reputation, yours
and our clients

Handling The Interview Process

After Your Client Interview

Your consultant will brief you on each
job opportunity prior to you going on
interview to ensure you are as prepared
as you can be, we ask that you read the
information that we send to you and
that you fully research the client prior to
interview. Before your interview please
contact your consultant to discuss any
concerns or further questions (we are
always here to help).

Your consultant will ask you to call
them as soon as you are able to
discuss the interview with them.
They will then be able to call the
client after your discussion to find out
their feedback and any next steps.
At this stage they can also ask any
questions you may have forgotten at
the interview. If a second interview
is required, we will follow the same
steps as the first interview.

Negotiations And Job Offers
The client will call Clockwork Recruitment and talk to your consultant about any
offer of employment. We will help you decide if the offer is right for you and
negotiate with the client and arrange a start date.
Once the offer has been confirmed and accepted together with a start date
Clockwork Recruitment will provide the employer with all of your contact details, to
enable them to send you the official confirmation.
We recommend that if you are in current employment you do not hand in your
notice until you have your offer letter and you are happy with the content.
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Equal Opportunities
Clockwork Recruitment is committed to a policy of equal opportunities for all
work seekers and shall adhere to such a policy at all times and will review on an
on-going basis on all aspects of recruitment to avoid unlawful or undesirable
discrimination. We will treat everyone equally irrespective of gender, sexual
orientation, gender reassignment, marital or civil partnership status, age, disability,
colour, race, nationality, ethnic or national origin, religion or belief, political beliefs
or membership or non-membership of a trade union and we place an obligation
upon all staff to respect and act in accordance with the policy.
Clockwork Recruitment shall not discriminate unlawfully when deciding which
candidate/temporary worker is submitted for a vacancy or assignment, or in any
terms of employment or terms of engagement for temporary workers. Clockwork
Recruitment will ensure that each candidate is assessed only in accordance with the
candidate’s merits, qualification and ability to perform the relevant duties required
by the particular vacancy.

Health & Disability
The following questions on health and disability are asked in order to find out your
needs in terms of reasonable adjustments to access our recruitment service and to
find out your needs in order to perform the job or position sought.
If you answer yes to the following please advise Clockwork Recruitment:
Do you have any health issues or a disability relevant to the role which may make
it difficult for you to carry out functions which are essential for the job you seek?
If you have a disability, what are your needs in terms of reasonable adjustments in
order to access this recruitment service and to attend interview, or to take aptitude
tests etc.?

Entitlement To Work
Do you have immigration permission to work in the UK?
In line with Home Office guidance on the prevention of illegal working we will need
to verify and take a copy of your original ID documentation as evidence of your
Right to Work in the UK if you are to be engaged by Clockwork Recruitment for
temporary work.

Our Privacy information
can be found at
www.clockworkrecruitment.co.uk

Your Personal Data
is protected by us

ALWAYS!

Criminal Convictions
Certain types of employment and professions are exempt from the Rehabilitation of
Offenders Act 1974 and in those cases particularly where the employment is sought
in relation to positions involving working with children or vulnerable adults, details
for all criminal convictions must be given. The information given will be treated
in the strictest of confidence and only taken into account where, in reasonable
opinion of Clockwork Recruitment, the offence is relevant to the post to which you
are applying. Failure to declare a conviction may require us to exclude you from
our register or terminate an assignment if the offence is not declared but later
comes to light.

Data Protection
The information that you provide on any Clockwork Recruitment forms and on
any CV given will be used by Clockwork Recruitment to provide you work finding
services. In providing this service to you, you consent to your personal data being
included on a computerised database and consent to us transferring your personal
details to our clients.
We may check the information collected, with third parties or with other
information held by us. We may also use or pass to certain third parties
information to prevent or detect crime, to protect public funds, or in any other
way permitted or required by law.

Consent
The consent you give to Clockwork Recruitment to process your personal data
with third parties will last for 12 months from the date of your registration, unless
you find a job prior to this and ask for your details to be archived or deleted. Be
aware that you have the right to withdraw your consent at any time by informing
Clockwork Recruitment in writing. A data protection form will be given to you by a
member of Clockwork Recruitment for completion at the time of your registration.
Also available is a “know your data protection rights” factsheet which you can ask
for and refer to at any time.
Clockwork Recruitment will provide you with permanent recruitment services
and doing so will act as an employment agency as defined under the Employment
Agencies Act 1973.

Candidate Reviews
“Clockwork have been amazing from the start. After not being successful with
the first vacancy I was interested in, Lesley contacted me with other jobs she felt
met what I was looking for. I was supported from start to finish and was regularly
contacted by Lesley with updates on what was happening. Thank you to Lesley and
the team for all your help in finding me my new adventure!!”
“Lesley was fantastic to work with. As a recruiter she maintained a highly
professional demeanour and was always very friendly, and within two weeks from
our initial call she had secured me my dream role. I cannot thank her enough for all
of her hard work. If you have made the decision to look for another job opportunity
and you want a recruiter who genuinely cares and goes that extra mile for you then
look no further and contact Lesley today!”
“Clockwork were very quick and helpful, asking exactly what I was looking to move
into, everyone has always been very open and friendly, telling me exactly what is
going on as soon as they can. I received an informative job description, links to the
company’s website and was given a great interview preparation sheet. I would
definitely recommend Clockwork Recruitment, they have been a great help! I am very
happy in my new job so I would like to thank Clockwork for helping me get there.”
“Emily, thank you so much for your help over the past six months!! I don’t know
what I would have done without you and I will definitely recommend Clockwork!”

Rating Our Service
We are always looking
to improve our service
and would welcome your
feedback at any time or
go to GOOGLE and give
us a rating

Recommend A Friend
If you recommend a friend and we find
them work, you may be entitled to receive
a gift (normally in the form of a voucher) –
for all the Terms & Conditions contact one
of the team.

STAY IN TOUCH ……….
1st Floor Hallmark House
10-12 St Johns Road | Woking | GU21 7SE
T | +44 (0) 1483 331382
E | info@clockwork-recruitment.co.uk
W | www.clockwork-recruitment.co.uk

